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ABSTRACT
Aims. We aim to estimate the age and reddening parameters of already identified star clusters within the Small Magellanic Cloud
(SMC) in a consistent way using available photometric data, classify them based on their mass and strength, and study their spatio-
temporal distribution.
Methods. We have used a semi-automated quantitative method, developed in the first paper of this series (Paper I), to estimate the
cluster parameters using the V and I band photometric data from the Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE) III survey.
Results. We estimated parameters of 179 star clusters (17 are newly parameterised) and classified them into 4 groups. We present an
on-line catalog of parameters as well as cleaned and isochrone-fitted Color Magnitude Diagrams (CMDs) of 179 clusters.
We compiled age information of 468 clusters by combining previous studies with our catalog, to study their spatio-temporal distri-
bution. Most of the clusters located in the southern part of the SMC are in the age range 600 Myr - 1.25 Gyr, whereas, the clusters
younger than 100 Myr are mostly found in the northern SMC, with the central SMC showing continuous cluster formation. The peak
of the cluster age distribution is identified at 130 ± 35 Myr, very similar to the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) in Paper I.
Conclusions. We suggest that the burst of cluster formation at 130 Myr is due to the most recent LMC-SMC interaction. 90 % of the
studied sample is found to have mass < 1700 M, suggesting that the SMC is dominated by low mass clusters. There is a tentative
evidence for compact clusters in the LMC when compared to those in the Galaxy and the SMC. A progressive shifting of cluster
location from the South to North of the SMC is identified in last ∼ 600 Myr. The details of spatio-temporal distribution of clusters
presented in two videos in this study can be used as a tool to constrain details of the recent LMC-SMC interactions.
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1. Introduction
The Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC), located at a distance (D)
of ∼ 60 kpc is a nearby dwarf galaxy to the Milky Way (MW)
beyond the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC, D ∼ 50 kpc). The
SMC is classified as an irregular galaxy with a less pronounced
bar and is known to be tidally disturbed because of its ongoing
interaction with the LMC and the MW (Besla et al. 2010; 2012).
The LMC and the SMC are enclosed within an extended body of
diffuse HI gas that extends out to many tens of degrees across the
sky, forming the Magellanic Stream and the Leading Arm (Wan-
nier & Wrixon 1972, Mathewson et al. 1974, Putman et al. 2003,
Nidever et al. 2010). These features provide ample evidence of
the MW-LMC-SMC interactions (Besla et al. 2010; 2012, Diaz
& Bekki 2011; 2012).
There have been several advances in understanding the in-
teraction between these three galaxies over the last decade. Diaz
& Bekki (2012) suggested that Magellanic Clouds (MCs) have
undergone at least two pericentric passages about the MW dur-
ing a ∼ 2 Gyr bound association. On the other hand, the recent
high precision measurement of proper motion of the MCs using
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) data suggests that either the
MCs are undergoing their first passage near to the MW (Kalli-
vayalil et al. 2013) or they are orbiting with a long period (>
6 Gyr) around the Galaxy (Besla et al. 2010). The proper mo-
tion study of the LMC using HST data suggested that the MCs
have just passed their pericentre (45 kpc from the Galactic cen-
tre) with apocentre to pericentre ratio of 2.5:1 with an orbital
period of 1.5 Gyr (Kallivayalil et al. 2006). Diaz & Bekki (2011;
2012) suggested that the SMC became a strongly interacting bi-
nary pair with the LMC only recently, suffering two strong tidal
interactions ∼ 2 Gyr ago and ∼ 250 Myr ago. According to Besla
et al. (2012), the SMC made close passages around the LMC
at around 900 Myr and 100 Myr ago. These strong interactions
between the MCs not only pulled out gas from the disc of the
SMC, but also stars. The Gaia DR1 data revealed stellar tidal
tails around both the Clouds and an almost continuous stellar
bridge (Belokurov et al. 2017) connecting the two clouds. A sig-
nificant number of Miras were found in the East of the LMC by
Deason et al. (2017) using the first data released from Gaia mis-
sion and they inferred that these are likely to be stripped away
from the SMC due to interaction with the LMC.
The close encounter between the MCs can also trigger star
formation in both the clouds. Using Magellanic Clouds Photo-
metric Survey (MCPS, Zaritsky et al. (2002; 2004)) data, Harris
& Zaritsky (2004) showed that the burst of star formation hap-
pened at ages of 2.5, 0.4 and 0.06 Gyr in the SMC. The burst
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timescales more or less coincide with the two past encounters
between the MCs. The peaks at 2.5 and 0.4 Gyr also coincide
with the star formation peaks in the LMC (Harris & Zaritsky
2009). Any such triggered star formation can also lead to the
formation of star clusters within a galaxy. Also, any propagation
of cluster formation within a galaxy can indicate interaction de-
tails. Hence, it will be useful to investigate the cluster formation
history in the SMC along with their spatio-temporal distribution
and correlate the peaks of cluster formation with the epoch of
interaction.
A number of previous studies have been carried out to iden-
tify star clusters within the SMC. The recent and the most ex-
tensive study is presented by Bica et al. (2008) (hereafter B08),
where the authors listed ∼ 600 star clusters in the SMC with
their central co-ordinate, values of major and minor diameters,
and position angle. However, the ages, reddening and mass of the
clusters are not available in their catalog. Using the MCPS data,
Glatt et al. (2010) (hereafter G10) estimated ages and reddening
of 324 objects in the SMC, which include clusters and associ-
ations from the catalog of B08. G10 found the age distribution
of the clusters to have peaks at 160 Myr and 630 Myr, and they
suggested that the interaction between the MCs resulted in the
formation of these peaks. Pietrzynski & Udalski (1999) (here-
after PU99) provided the age information of 93 well-populated
SMC clusters using Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment
(OGLE) II survey data (Udalski et al. 1998). Chiosi et al. (2006)
presented the ages of 311 clusters younger than 1 Gyr. The au-
thors used two sets of data for their analysis: OGLE II for the
SMC disk and the data obtained from the ESO 2.2 m telescope
for the region around NGC 269, located in the South-East end of
the disk. These authors found that the age distribution of clusters
showed an enhancement between 15 Myr to 90 Myr.
Studies by Piatti et al. (2005; 2007b;a;c; 2008; 2011), Piatti
(2011), Maia et al. (2012) made use of deep Washington pho-
tometric data concerned primarily intermediate and old clusters
in the SMC. Mighell et al. (1998), Glatt et al. (2008), Girardi
et al. (2013) studied intermediate and old clusters using photo-
metric data obtained from the HST. Age, metal abundance and
positional data of 12 star clusters were presented by Crowl et al.
(2001). Ages of 15 intermediate to old star clusters were deter-
mined Parisi et al. (2014). Dias et al. (2014) derived age, metal-
licity, reddening and distance for star clusters in the SMC west
halo. Recently Piatti et al. (2015) studied 51 star clusters in the
eastern outskirt of the SMC and in the bridge region using the
VMC survey. Based on the CMDs they defined 15 cataloged
clusters to be possible non-genuine aggregates.
Despite several past studies, the number of SMC clusters
with age information is only about 50 % of that listed by B08.
Also, as mentioned by the authors, the list of detected clusters
in the SMC is still incomplete (mostly restricted by poor detec-
tion limit). Therefore, to understand cluster formation history in
detail and the effect of LMC-SMC-MW interactions on cluster
formation, one has to determine the ages of already cataloged
clusters, at the same time new clusters have to be identified us-
ing relatively deeper and large scale photometric data.
In this study, we have tried to estimate the age and reddening
of the already identified star clusters by B08. The usual method
of estimating the age of a cluster is by visual fitting of isochrones
over the cluster CMD, which can produce a systematic error in
the age estimation from cluster to cluster. At the same time, when
cluster sample is large (more than hundred), it is a tedious job to
fit isochrones to each cluster. Therefore, we have used the semi-
automated quantitative method developed by Nayak et al. (2016)
(hereafter Paper I) to estimate the age and reddening. Using this
method we also quantify the error in age.
The SMC was known to host primarily rich clusters. Never-
theless, recent studies suggested that it also contains poor clus-
ters (Piatti & Bica 2012) and hosts clusters with a wide range of
masses (Hunter et al. 2003). Using integrated colour in UBVR
passbands and evolutionary models, Hunter et al. (2003) esti-
mated masses of 191 clusters in the SMC having a range be-
tween 102 to 106 M. Kontizas et al. (1982) calculated masses
of 20 clusters in the SMC using King (1962) model and found
that derived masses are about 10 times smaller than those in our
Galaxy. Using archival HST snapshot data, Mackey & Gilmore
(2003) determined masses of 10 rich clusters from their surface
brightness profiles. The estimated mass of those clusters range
from 103.6 to 105.5 M. Recent study by Maia et al. (2014) has
provided masses of 29 young and intermediate clusters within a
range of 300 to 3000 M .
So far, there has not been any study to systematically clas-
sify the clusters based on their mass. Searle et al. (1980) classi-
fied 61 star clusters in the MCs as type I to VII based on four
colour photometry of integrated light. On the other hand, there
are well known classification schemes for Galactic Open Clus-
ters (Trumpler 1930) based on the degree of central concentra-
tion of stars, the range in luminosity of the members, the number
of stars contained in the cluster and necessary conspicuous prop-
erties (Ruprecht 1966). In this paper, we have tried to estimate
the mass range of the SMC clusters and classify them based on
their mass/richness. Estimation of the mass and age of cluster
sample will help in understanding cluster formation, evapora-
tion, and dynamical evolution of the cluster system.
Thus, the aims of this study are : (1) to estimate age and
reddening of already identified star clusters of the SMC in a
consistent way using available photometric data and increase the
sample of well-studied clusters (2) to classify the SMC clusters
based on their mass/richness (3) to study the spatio-temporal dis-
tribution of the SMC clusters.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: In section 2 we
have mentioned about the data used for this study, followed by
analysis in section 3. Section 4 presents error estimation. Estima-
tion of cluster mass and the classification scheme are described
in section 5. Results of this study are presented in section 6, fol-
lowed by the summary in section 7.
2. Data
We have used V and I photometric data from the OGLE III
(Udalski et al. 2008) survey to identify star clusters, which are
listed in B08. The OGLE III observations were carried out at
the Las Campanas Observatory, Chile, between June 2001 and
January 2008, with the 1.3-m Warsaw telescope equipped with
second generation mosaic camera (Udalski 2003) consisting of
eight SITe 2048 × 4096 CCD detectors with pixel size of 15 µm,
which corresponds to 0.′′26. The field of view of the telescope is
approximately 35 × 35 arcmin2 on the sky. The survey covered a
total area of about 14 square degrees in the sky around the SMC
centre and produced a catalog of V and I magnitudes of about
6.2 million stars (Udalski et al. 2008). The completeness of the
photometry is better than 75% in I band and 85% in V band for
20 mag for crowded regions.
In this study, we estimate the parameters (age, reddening,
mass, richness) of star clusters, which can be affected by photo-
metric incompleteness of the data. Photometric incompleteness
will lead us to a wrong determination of cluster richness. A rich
cluster located in the crowded field can appear as poor cluster
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due to photometric incompleteness. Luminosity function (LF)
of a cluster will also be biased due photometric incompleteness
and it will guide to a wrong estimation of mass function as well
as mass of the clusters. The method used here to estimate age
and reddening of clusters will also be affected by photometric
incompleteness as well as photometric error. Therefore, we have
considered stars having photometric errors ≤ 0.15 mag in V and I
bands with photometric completeness more than 90% even in the
most crowded region to construct LF. We use the full data when
it comes to plotting the colour magnitude diagrams (CMDs).
3. Analysis
3.1. Cluster sample
We adopted the most extensive SMC cluster catalog by B08 as a
reference and identified 492 star clusters located well within the
OGLE III observed region, mentioned in the last section. We de-
fine the radius of clusters to be ¼(major + minor) diameter, the
values of which are given in B08 catalog. The estimated clus-
ter radii are found to range from 0.′07 to 1.′70 on the sky, with
physical sizes corresponding to a range of ∼ 1.22 to 29.6 pc. We
extracted data of the cluster regions (stars within the cluster ra-
dius) from the OGLE III catalog along with a few arcmin field
around them. These data are used for further analysis. Further
details about the extraction are described in Paper I.
A star cluster is defined as a gravitationally bound system of
a group of stars and can be observed as a density enhanced re-
gion with respect to its surrounding field region. The observed
cluster region not only consists of cluster members but also has
foreground and background field stars. The SMC hosts a good
number of rich as well as poor clusters, located in a varied range
of stellar density environments. The fundamental features of a
cluster which can be used to estimate the reddening, age and
distance are the main-sequence (MS) and the location of MS
turn-off in the CMD. So, field star removal is necessary to de-
fine the cluster sequence and for a better estimation of cluster
parameters. We first identified those clusters, which are located
in an environment with varying field star density. The estimated
number of stars within the cluster radius is denoted as nc. In or-
der to estimate variation in the field star density, we chose four
annular regions (each of equal area as the cluster region), of in-
ner radii 0.′5, 1.′0, 1.′5 and 2.′0 larger than the cluster radius and
counted the number of stars in each annular region. The number
of field stars, which is an average of estimation from the four
field regions (n f ) is considered to be contaminating the cluster
region. Standard deviation (σ f ) about this average indicates the
variation in the field star density. The number of cluster members
(nm) or strength of the cluster is defined as nm = nc − n f . Many
clusters are found to have σ f ∼ nm, suggesting that the cluster
strength is similar to the fluctuation in the field star distribution.
Then, we proceed to exclude clusters which have the following
properties :
(i) We estimated the fractional standard deviation as σ f /n f , to
quantify the variation in field star counts. We excluded those
clusters where variation in the field stars count is greater than
or equal to 50% of the average count, i.e. σ f /n f ≥ 0.5. With this
criteria, we excluded 48 star clusters.
(ii) The variation in the field star counts will propagate as an
error when we estimate the strength of the cluster. The error as-
sociated with the estimation of nm can be defined as :
e = |(nc − (n f − σ f )) − (nc − (n f + σ f ))|, (1)
which is basically the difference between the maximum and
the minimum values of nm, for a σ f deviation in the field star dis-
tribution. For crowded field regions, there is a possibility that σ f
is high and so will be the value of e. In order to remove clusters
where the error itself is greater than the number of stars in the
cluster, we calculated the fractional error as e/nm and excluded
clusters with e/nm ≥ 1. Based on this criteria, we excluded 126
clusters from our sample.
The number of clusters remaining in the sample, after im-
plementing the above two cut-off criteria is 337. Out of these
clusters, 5 are relatively rich clusters (nm > 400) and we have ex-
cluded them from our analysis as they are already well studied
using better observational data. Thus, we proceeded with a sam-
ple of 332 clusters to decontaminate their cluster CMDs. This
exercise also points out that ∼ 30 % of the clusters are located
in regions with significant variation in field star density. In Pa-
per I, we found that about 20% of clusters are located in similar
environments within the LMC.
We constructed (V, V − I) CMDs for cluster and field regions
to compare and decontaminate the cluster region from field stars
using a statistical process. For the details of the process, we di-
rect the readers to section 3.2 of Paper I.
3.2. Semi-automated quantitative method
We have adopted the semi-automated quantitative method de-
veloped in Paper I, to estimate cluster parameters accurately
and consistently. We also quantify error using this method. The
method is applied to all the 332 clusters to estimate reddening
and age.
The primary steps involved in the method are to :
(a) Identify the MS in the cleaned cluster CMD and construct
the MS luminosity function (MSLF).
(b) Identify the MS Turn-off (MSTO) from the MSLF and
estimate the corresponding apparent magnitude and colour.
(c) Estimate the reddening from the (V−I) colour of the MSTO.
(d) Estimate the absolute magnitude of the MSTO after correct-
ing for reddening and distance.
(e) Estimate the age using age-magnitude relation derived using
Marigo et al. (2008) (hereafter M08) isochrones.
The above steps are described in detail below.
(a) We consider stars brighter than 21 mag in V and bluer
than 0.5 mag in (V − I) colour as the MS stars. To construct
the MSLF, the magnitude axis is binned with a bin size of 0.2
mag. The brightest bin with a minimum number of stars (η) is
identified as the bin corresponding to the MSTO. The mean V
magnitude of the brightest bin is considered as turn-off V (VTO)
magnitude. The MSTO bin (which is likely to be the brightest
bin of the MSLF) needs to be identified from the MSLF using
statistically significant value of η so that it excludes blue super
giants. The value of η will depend mainly on richness as well as
age of the cluster. Two clusters which are similar in richness, but
with different age will have different MSTO bin with different η.
The MSTO bin will be less populated for a younger cluster than
the older one with similar richness. Two clusters with same age
but a different number of cluster stars will also have different
values of η for their MSTO bin. So, the identified bin and the
number of stars in the bin are dependent on the richness/age of
the cluster. Here, the only known parameter is the richness (total
number of cluster stars) of the cluster, as we are yet to estimate
their age. Therefore, we have grouped the clusters according to
their strength, similar to Paper I, and considered similar η value
corresponding to each group to identify the MSTO bin. In the
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next section, we have briefly described the calibration procedure
of η. We refer to section 3.4 of Paper I for more details. After
classifying the group number, strength of clusters and the η value
corresponding to each group are tabulated in Table 1.
(b) Once we have identified the VTO, the next task is to es-
timate the colour of the MSTO. The colour of the MSTO can
be identified as the peak in colour distribution near the MSTO.
To estimate the peak colour of the MSTO, a strip parallel to the
colour axis with a width of 0.6 mag about VTO is considered
(VTO + 0.4 mag to VTO - 0.2 mag). This is to ensure that we
have a statistically significant number of stars near the MSTO.
For the clusters with nm ≤ 100, a width of 0.8 mag is consid-
ered (given by VTO + 0.6 mag to VTO − 0.2 mag). The choice
for width of the strip does not affect the position of the peak
colour, as the isochrones for younger ages are almost vertical to
the colour axis near the MSTO. This strip is binned in colour
with a bin size of 0.1 mag to estimate the distribution of stars
along the colour axis. The distribution is found to have a unique
peak (in most of the cases) with asymmetric wings. The mean
colour of the bin corresponding to this unique peak is chosen as
the apparent color, (V − I)app, of the MSTO.
(c) The reddening of the cluster is defined as the difference
between the apparent and absolute colour of the MSTO. To begin
with, we have adopted AV = 0.46 mag (Zaritsky et al. 2002)
and distance modulus of DM = 18.90 mag for the SMC (Storm
et al. 2004). If MV is the absolute magnitude of the MSTO, then
assuming a distance modulus and an average value of extinction
(AV ) for the cluster, the apparent magnitude (VTO) is related to
MV as:
MV = VTO − DM − AV , (2)
The estimated value of MV is cross-matched with the abso-
lute V magnitude of MSTOs from the isochrones table of M08
for a metallicity of Z = 0.004 for the SMC. The (V − I) colour
corresponding to the closest match of absolute V magnitude of
MSTO gives the true colour for the MSTO, (V − I)0. The red-
dening (E(V − I)) for the cluster is then given as:
E(V − I) = (V − I)app − (V − I)0. (3)
(d) The extinction for the cluster region is estimated as, AV =
2.48×E(V − I) (Nikolaev et al. 2004). The extinction corrected
value of MV of the MSTO is then calculated again by using this
value of AV in Equation 2. The values are found to be invariant
even after a couple of iterations. The method used here is similar
to that adopted by Indu & Subramaniam (2011), for estimating
the reddening of field regions.
(e) Figure 1 shows relation between the absolute magnitude
MV of the MSTO and their corresponding ages (log(t)) for M08
isochrones. The relation is found to be linear and is given as:
log(t) = 0.372(±0.002)MV + 8.348(±0.006). (4)
The extinction corrected MV derived in step (d), is used in the
above relation to estimate the ages of the clusters.
Once we estimated the parameters, we over plotted
isochrones on each cluster CMD of corresponding age, after
correcting for estimated reddening and extinction. We visually
checked all the CMDs for any improper estimation of param-
eters. If required, we adjusted the parameters to improve the
isochrone fit. As we have finalised the parameters after visual
inspection, the method is termed as semi-automated quantitative
method.
This method primarily depends on the unique identification
of the MSTO. As mentioned earlier, it is a function of age and
Fig. 1. The relation between the absolute turn-off V magnitude (MV )
and age, within the range log(t) = 6.2 to 10.2 for M08 isochrones. A
straight line (green) fitted through the points is also shown.
richness of the cluster. Due to the photometric limit of OGLE III
data (21 magnitude in V band), we have restricted the method to
clusters with MSTO magnitude (VTO) brighter than 19 mag for
reliable estimation of clusters parameters. There are 189 clusters
with VTO ≤ 19 mag. We visually checked the cluster CMDs with
over plotted isochrones. We found that the isochrones fitted very
well for 62 clusters (32.8%) and a small correction in age and/or
reddening were required for 75 clusters (39.7%). The remaining
52 clusters (27.5%) have ambiguous cluster sequence. To iden-
tify the cluster sequence we decontaminated the cluster region
for these 52 clusters with two more field regions and over-plotted
all decontaminated CMDs. The sources which have not been re-
moved for at least two different decontamination processes were
considered as a cluster member. Out of 52 clusters, 12 were
found to show prominent cluster features, and required minor
modification in age or/and reddening, to the automated estima-
tion. Whereas, 40 clusters were found to have no clear feature
in the CMD prohibiting any reliable estimation of parameters.
Among these 40 clusters, four are found to be in common with
the cluster candidates identified by Piatti et al. (2015).
For star clusters in the LMC (Paper I), the semi-automated
quantitative method worked well for more than 80 % of the total
sample. The reason for reduced success rate in the case of the
SMC is probably due to less number of cluster members (nm ≤
30), resulting in sparsely populated CMDs and MS.
To increase the number of parameterised clusters, we also in-
spected the 143 cases (out of 337) with VTO > 19 mag. After the
visual inspection of their CMDs, 30 clusters are found to have
reliable estimation (including a minor correction in estimated
age and/or reddening with respect to automated estimation for
a few). Thus, we were able to estimate the parameters of a total
179 clusters within the SMC.
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Table 1. Grouping and classification of clusters based on their richness
(nm) and mass range (Mc):
Group No. Range of nm η ηsimulated Ntotal Mass range (M) Classification
I 6< nm ≤30 2 1.23 94 < 800 very poor
II 30< nm ≤100 3 2.88 69 800 - 1700 poor
III 100< nm ≤200 5 6.16 13 1700 - 3500 moderate
IV 200< nm ≤300 10 10.27 2 3500 - 5000 moderate
V 300< nm ≤400 14 14.38 1 > 5000 rich
3.3. Calibration procedure of η
The value of η depends on richness and age of the cluster. Lim-
ited by the photometric depth, OGLE III data is ideal to estimate
the ages of mainly younger clusters (upto few hundred Myr) and
η will not depend much on this small age spread, as we have
seen in Paper I. Therefore, it is necessary to fix the value of η
for different groups of clusters to estimate the parameters. After
we grouped the clusters based upon their strength, we looked for
the clusters from each group whose parameters are already es-
timated by G10. Then we estimated age and reddening of those
clusters from a particular group for a range of η values. We com-
pared our age and reddening estimations with that of G10 for all
η values. We chose the η value for which we found that devia-
tions in the estimated parameters (age and reddening) are least
and there are no systematic deviations with respect to G10’s esti-
mations. This is the way we calibrated the η value for each group
of clusters.
We also calibrated the η value by generating synthetic CMDs
and comparing it with observed CMDs. In this study, we found
that ages of the SMC clusters peak at ∼100 Myr and reddening
peaks between 0.10-0.20. We took age to be 100 Myr and red-
dening value as 0.15 to produce synthetic CMDs. In this anal-
ysis, we used Padova isochrone model (Marigo et al. 2008) and
Salpeter′s mass function (Salpeter 1955). We produced synthetic
CMDs by populating stars in the main sequence (MS) for ob-
served ranges of V and I mag. We have also taken care of pho-
tometric incompleteness while generating synthetic CMDs. We
calculated the number of stars present in the turn-off bin, which
is nothing but the value of η, for different groups (I−V) of clus-
ters. We have run the simulation for multiple iteration with dif-
ferent initial normalising star-counts. We have also run the sim-
ulation for another two age values (200 and 300 Myr). We found
that the η values estimated from the above two methods match
very closely and are tabulated in Table 1.
4. Error estimation
We have calculated the errors associated with the estimated
age and reddening using the method of propagation of errors,
adopted from Paper I. The error in estimating the reddening
depends upon the photometric error and binning resolution
along the colour axis, and this error will propagate to age esti-
mation. The error associated with the age estimation depends
on the errors in estimating extinction and absolute magnitude,
and binning resolution along the magnitude axis. We have
also considered the effect of distance spread in the SMC on
age estimation. The SMC has a large range of line of sight
depth of the SMC from 670 pc to 9.53 kpc (0.025 to 0.34 mag;
Subramanian & Subramaniam (2009)). In our error analysis we
considered the maximum depth of the SMC (9.53 kpc). As the
reddening is estimated using the stars in the upper MS and the
photometric error is very small (≤ 0.05) in the upper MS, the
effect of photometric error in estimating reddening could be
neglected. Thus, the error in the estimated reddening, E(V−I)
is chosen to be same as the bin size, 0.1 magnitude. Errors in
the estimation of extinction and age are given by the following
relations :
σAV = 2.48
√
σ(V − I)2 + (V − I)2bin
σMV =
√
σV2 + V2bin + σA
2
V + σ(DM)
2
σ(age) = constant x σMV
where Vbin & (V − I)bin are half the bin sizes used for mag-
nitude & color binning, σMV is the error in absolute magnitude,
σAV is the error in the estimated extinction, σ(DM)2 is the un-
certainty in the distance modulus due to maximum line of sight
depth in the SMC and σ(age) is the error in estimated age in
(log(t)). The maximum error in estimated age is 0.25.
The studies of intermediate and old SMC clusters by Parisi
et al. (2009) suggested that metallicity of the SMC clusters
ranges from −0.60 to −1.30 dex with a mean of −0.96 dex.
Therefore, we have also examined the effect of metallicity on
estimated age. We derived MV vs log(age) relation for three
different metallicities (Z = 0.001, 0.004, 0.008) and found that
the variation in the slope and the y-intercept are in second and
third decimal place respectively. The error in the age estimation
varies from 0.24 to 0.26 in log scale due above mentioned
metallicity range.
5. Estimation of mass range
We have divided the total cluster sample into five different
groups (group I - group V) based on their strength (nm) using
the same criteria as in Paper I. In Table 1, the group numbers
and corresponding range of cluster strength are listed in column
1 and column 2 respectively. Column 3 gives the list of η values
for different groups, which helps to identify turn-off magnitude
in the cluster CMD. Cluster strength not only gives information
about richness of the cluster but also indicates the mass of the
cluster. We have tried to estimate the mass range for clusters cor-
responding to each group. Then, we classified the clusters based
on their mass range using similar classification scheme as in Pa-
per I.
In our sample, we found that most of the clusters are younger
than 300 Myr and the age distribution peaks at around 100 Myr.
Hence, we assumed a typical age of 100 Myr and used the value
of η to estimate the mass (Mc) range of clusters. We constructed
synthetic CMDs using M08 isochrones, for a mass range of 0.1
- 15.0 M. We assumed the mass function to be Salpeter′s mass
function (Salpeter 1955) and included observational errors. To
reduce statistical fluctuation because of low η value, we simu-
lated the synthetic CMD for a large number of stars (∼ 106) and
scaled for the value of η in the MSTO bin. The total mass of the
cluster is estimated using the scaling factor. We found that the
clusters in group I have Mc < 800 M and we classify them as
very poor. Clusters in group II have Mc in the range ∼ 800 - 1700
M and classified as poor. Group III and IV have been classified
as moderately rich clusters with Mc range ∼ 1700 - 5000 M
and the clusters in the group V as rich clusters with Mc > 5000
M. In column 5 of table 1, mass range of clusters for different
groups are listed and in column 6 the classification of clusters
are noted. The total number of clusters (Ntotal) in each group are
listed in column 4.
The estimated mass ranges for different groups indicate that
the SMC consists of clusters with a large mass range, similar
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Fig. 2. The plot shows CMDs of clusters from each group (I - IV). The
cluster’s name and age (log(t)) are also marked.
to the LMC star clusters (Paper I). The classification of clusters
based on mass range will help us to understand various prop-
erties, like formation and evolution of clusters, which depend
on its mass. It will also help us in understanding the dissolu-
tion of star clusters in various groups in the SMC. Our esti-
mated mass ranges match well with that of Maia et al. (2014)
and Hunter et al. (2003). We have also compared the mass range
of the SMC clusters with that of the open clusters in the Galaxy.
We found that the clusters near solar neighbourhood have mass
range (Lamers et al. 2005) similar to that in the SMC. Piskunov
et al. (2008) studied 650 Galactic open clusters with mass range
50 M to 105 M. Thus, SMC consists of clusters with a large
mass range which is similar to Galactic open clusters. In our
sample, about 50% of the clusters belong to the very poor group,
suggesting the presence of a large fraction of very low mass clus-
ters in the SMC. On the other hand, in Paper I we found that the
LMC has ∼ 40% of very poor clusters. We also note that 90 %
of the clusters are either in the poor or very poor class. All these
clusters have mass < 1700 M. These suggest that the cluster
population in the SMC is dominated by low mass clusters. This
finding has implication to the cluster formation mechanism in
the SMC.
6. Results and Discussion
We have estimated ages and reddening of 179 star clusters in the
SMC using a semi-automated quantitative method. Out of these,
17 clusters are parametrised for the first time. Out of 17 newly
parameterised clusters, we find one (NGC 458) rich cluster and
rest belong either to very poor or poor groups. We have also clas-
sified all the clusters based on their mass/strength for the first
time. We have listed the results in a catalog (available online). A
sample of this catalog is presented in Table 2. The catalog con-
tains the name of the clusters, position (RA and Dec as given in
B08), radius, estimated ages and reddening by our method, pre-
vious estimation of ages by G10, PU99, C06, and group number
based on our classification. In the catalog, the clusters’ name
designated by an asterisk and blank spaces in columns 7 to 9
respectively imply newly parametrised clusters. There are three
clusters (SK157, HW77 and HW82) in our catalog with blank
spaces in columns 7 to 9, whose ages are estimated by Piatti
et al. (2015).
We have presented the field star decontaminated CMDs of
all the 179 clusters, with over plotted M08 isochrones for the
estimated age. Isochrones showing the typical uncertainty in the
age estimation (0.25) are also over plotted. The CMDs will be
available only as online figures. As an example, we have pre-
sented four CMDs from four groups (I - IV) in Figure 2. In the
figure, cluster stars are denoted as black points, red solid line
denotes the isochrone corresponding to estimated age and red
dashed lines denote the isochrones corresponding to the age un-
certainty. The turn-off of each isochrone is marked as a red point.
The name of the cluster and their corresponding age are men-
tioned on top of each subplot, along with their group number
labeled in blue.
6.1. Comparison with previous studies
We found 119 clusters to be in common with G10, 56 clusters
are in common with PU99 and 90 with C06. In Figure 3 we have
compared our age estimation (X-axis) with previous estimations
(Y-axis). We have drawn a straight line with slope = 1 in the
plots to check the difference in age estimation. Clusters with dif-
ferent classification are denoted in different colours in the figure.
The top left plot shows that our results match very well with
G10 with an uncertainty of 0.25 in log scale except for a few
very poor clusters. The top right plot also shows good match-
ing of our results with PU99, although there are a few clusters
for which we estimated older ages. Our results also match well
within the error of log(t) = 0.25 with the estimation by C06 for
most of the clusters older than ∼ 60 Myr (log(t) = 7.8) (bottom
panel). In the case of clusters younger than 60 Myr, we have es-
timated relatively older ages. We rechecked our CMDs of those
clusters where we find a discrepancy in estimated ages with pre-
vious results and reconfirmed our estimated values.
In general, the comparison indicates that our estimations
compare well with the previous studies. We also note a few cases
of discrepancy which can be due to reasons like different data
used by different authors, the difference in the isochrone models
used and the difference in adopted methods. PU99 and C06, used
OGLE II data, which have lesser resolution than OGLE III data.
Also, OGLE II covers the central region of the SMC, where the
clusters may suffer more crowding effect. PU99 used isochrone
model by Bertelli et al. (1994) and C06 used the isochrone model
by Girardi et al. (2002). Whereas, G10 used MCPS data and two
isochrone models for their analysis: Padova isochrones Girardi
et al. (1995) and Geneva isochrones (Lejeune & Schaerer 2001)
for their age estimations.
6.2. Reddening distribution
We have constructed distribution of the estimated reddening E(V
− I) for different groups of clusters (shown in different colour)
in Figure 4. The distribution ranges from 0 to 0.4 mag for very
poor and poor clusters, and from 0 to 0.3 mag for moderately rich
clusters. Whereas, the distribution peaks between 0.1 to 0.2 mag
for all the four groups. We have compared the estimated redden-
ing with the high resolution map of field reddening in the central
SMC by Indu & Subramaniam (2011) and found that they match
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Fig. 3. Comparison between our estimated age (X-axis) and age estimated by previous studies (Y-axis). We have compared our age estimation
with that of G10 (top left), PU99 (top right) and C06 (bottom one). Different point types indicate clusters from different group of classification. A
straight line with slope = 1 is shown in each plot to indicate the deviation in the estimated age.
well. We did not find any significant difference in reddening with
that estimated using red clump stars by Subramanian & Subra-
maniam (2012). We have also compared our estimated reddening
with previous studies by G10, PU99 and C06. The distribution
of difference is found to be peaked at 0.1 mag, which is within
the error (1σ) of our estimation.
The spatial distribution of reddening across the SMC is plot-
ted in Figure 5. The red triangle indicates the centre of the SMC,
located at (0 h 52 m 45 s, −72◦ 49´43´´ ) (Crowl et al. 2001). Most
of the regions have reddening within 0.1 - 0.2 mag with larger
variation in reddening near the centre. The Southern part of the
SMC consists of clusters with relatively large reddening value
than the north eastern (NE) part.
6.3. Strength distribution
Spatial distribution of clusters as a function of their strength (nm)
is shown in Figure 6. Red triangle indicates the centre of the
SMC. The figure shows that clusters with nm < 100 are dis-
tributed all over the SMC observed region. The clusters with
nm > 100 are preferentially located in the inner SMC, mainly
close to the bar. We notice that there are two clusters with
strength more than 200, located in the south western (SW) and
NE end of the SMC. We do not find any kind of hierarchical
distribution of clusters in the SMC based on their strength/mass,
similar to that found in the LMC (Paper I). We notice the pres-
ence of only low mass clusters in the eastern SMC which is pre-
dominantly affected by the tidal forces (Besla et al. 2010; 2012).
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Fig. 4. Reddening distribution of very poor (black), poor (blue), mod-
erate (red) and rich (maroon) clusters. Reddening value peaks between
0.1 and 0.2 mag for all the groups.
Fig. 5. Spatial variation of estimated reddening across the SMC.
6.4. Age distribution
Age distribution of various groups of clusters is shown in Fig-
ure 7. We have used a bin width of 0.25 in log scale which is
same as the error associated with the age estimation. The fig-
ure shows that very poor clusters are distributed over a large age
range (log(t) = 6.75 - 9.00 ) with peak at ∼130 Myr (log(t) =
8.00-8.25). The poor clusters show two peaks : a younger peak
at 130 Myr (log(t) = 8.00-8.25) and an older peak at 750 Myr
(log(t) = 8.75-9.00). The moderately rich and rich clusters also
show peak at 130 Myr (log(t) = 8.00-8.25), similar to the very
poor and poor clusters. Therefore, most of the clusters are mainly
distributed between 30 Myr to 300 Myr (log(t) = 7.5 - 8.5). The
cumulative distribution of all the studied clusters peaks at ∼ 130
Myr, which is almost same as that we identified in the LMC (Pa-
per I). The fact that the cluster formation peaked at ∼ 130 Myr
in both the MCs could suggest that it is due a common trigger-
Fig. 6. Spatial distribution of star clusters in the SMC as a function of
cluster strength.
Fig. 7.Age distribution of very poor (black), poor (blue), moderate (red)
and rich (maroon) clusters. Distributions of all the four groups of clus-
ters peak in the range of log(t)=8.00-8.25. Cumulative age distribution
of all the studied clusters (chocolate) shows a peak at ∼ 130 ± 35 Myr.
Age distribution of the compiled sample of 468 clusters peaks at ∼ 130
and ∼ 750 Myr.
ing event. We suggest that the recent interaction ( ∼ 200-300
Myr ago) between the LMC and SMC might have triggered the
cluster formation during the above mentioned age range. PU99
found the peak of cluster formation at around 30 Myr, whereas
C06 found two peaks of cluster formation at 8 Myr and 90 Myr.
G10 found two peaks of cluster formation at 160 and 630 Myr.
The younger peak of G10 is not very different from our younger
peak.
The spatial distribution of age is shown in Figure 8. The fig-
ure shows that clusters with age around 100 Myr are distributed
all over the SMC region. Western and south eastern (SE) parts
show clusters with older ages. The central part consists of clus-
ters with a relatively larger age range. The SMC stretches out
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Fig. 8. Spatial distribution of star clusters in the SMC as a function of
age.
Fig. 9. Spatial distribution of the compiled sample of 468 star clusters
in the SMC as a function of age.
from SW to NE direction and younger clusters are found in spe-
cific places, slightly north from the central region. Older clusters
are mostly located in southern part of the SMC and northern
part consists of relatively younger clusters. This is suggestive of
preferential location of clusters as a function of age. These needs
to be confirmed with a more complete sample of parameterized
clusters.
We have therefore added 289 clusters from the previous stud-
ies which are not common to our catalog. The clusters and their
parameters are taken from G10, PU99, C06, Piatti et al. (2005;
2007b;a;c; 2008; 2011), Piatti (2011), Maia et al. (2012), Piatti
(2012), Mighell et al. (1998), Glatt et al. (2008), Girardi et al.
(2013), Crowl et al. (2001), Parisi et al. (2014), Crowl et al.
(2001), Dias et al. (2014), Piatti et al. (2015). As there are a large
number of studies, we use a common reference, ′other-studies′,
to indicate all the studies other than G10, PU99 and C06. The
addition of clusters from previous studies not only increased the
cluster sample but also the coverage of the SMC. The total sam-
ple of 468 clusters is large enough to study the spatio-temporal
distribution of clusters, which is discussed in the next section.
This is the largest parameterised sample of clusters in the SMC.
The age distribution of this compiled sample of 468 clusters is
also shown in Figure 7. The distribution shows two peaks (130
and 750 Myr) of cluster formation. The younger peak is found
to be same as that estimated from our sample.
Spatial distribution of the compiled sample as a function of
age is shown in Figure 9. The centre of the SMC is denoted
by solid red square. The distribution suggests that older clusters
are mostly located at the southern and western part of the SMC,
whereas, the younger clusters are found in the inner SMC along
with a few clusters in the east. The clusters with ages ∼ 100 Myr
are distributed all over the SMC. The distribution also suggests
that the SMC is stretched out from SW to NE along the bar, could
be due to the interaction between the MCs. We find that the north
west quadrant of the Fig. 9 is devoid of clusters. We suggest that
the reasons could be either due to lack of available photometric
data in that region resulting in no parameterised clusters, or due
to genuine lack of clusters in this part of the SMC. It is impor-
tant to fill this gap in the spatial distribution of SMC clusters. A
genuine lack of clusters in this region can put constraints on the
cluster formation as well as gas distribution in the SMC.
6.5. Spatio-temporal distribution
To understand the spatio-temporal distribution, the spatial loca-
tion of clusters in various age range is shown in Figure 10. The
ages of the clusters are in the range of log(t) = 6.8 to 9.1. The
black points in the figure denote the clusters from our catalog,
the red small circles are the clusters from G10, the blue points
are from C06 and PU99, and the clusters from ′other-studies′
are denoted as cyan points. The green point indicates the centre
of the SMC. As shown in Figure 10(d) clusters in the age range
630 Myr - 1.25 Gyr are mostly found in the southern and western
parts of the SMC including the central region. Very few clusters
are found in the northern and eastern regions during this period.
During the period 250 - 630 Myr (Figure 10(c)), the clusters are
found mostly in the central region, along with a group of clus-
ters in the NE region. On the other hand, the western and the
southern regions are devoid of clusters.
In the age range 100 - 250 Myr (Figure 10(b)), most of the
clusters are found in the eastern and NE regions along with the
central SMC. The western and southern regions continue to be
devoid of clusters during this period. We also find that the extent
of the NE region is maximum during this period. Figure 10(a)
shows the location of clusters formed in the last 100 Myr. These
are found to be mostly in the NE region and the central SMC.
We notice a specific pattern in the distribution of clusters, which
is different from the other three panels.
Fig.10(a) and (d) show the distribution of clusters in two ex-
treme epochs. The spatial distribution can be seen to be distinctly
different with no co-relation between the two epochs. Most of
the clusters in the older epoch are in the southern part, whereas
the ones in the younger epoch are mostly found in the northern
and central region. The panels Fig.10(b) and (c) show the shift
of clusters from south to north. Similar shift was found in star
formation during the same period by Harris & Zaritsky (2004)
(their Fig.6). Figure 10 also suggests that the central region of
the SMC is actively forming clusters from ∼ 1 Gyr till date. We
suggest that a close interaction between the LMC and the SMC
1.2 Gyr ago (Diaz & Bekki (2011)) may be the reason for trig-
gering cluster formation in the southern and the western part of
the SMC (Figure 10(d)). We also suggest that the recent inter-
action at 250 Myr caused cluster formation in the last 100 Myr,
resulting in the spatial distribution as shown in Figure 10(a). Fig-
ure 13 of Besla et al. (2012) showed that the SMC made close
passages around the LMC at ∼ 900 Myr and 100 Myr ago, which
supports the above observation. The spatial distribution of clus-
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Fig. 10. Plot shows spatial location of the SMC clusters at different epochs in each panel, where the clusters are taken from our catalog (black),
by G10 (red circle), C06 and PU99 (blue), ′other-studies′ (cyan).
ters presented in Fig.10 could give important clues regarding the
details of the interactions.
We made two videos (available online only) to understand
the spatio-temporal distribution in detail. In the video-1, we have
shown the cluster distribution from older to younger age, and
video-2 shows vice-versa. In the videos, we have used the same
color notations as in Figure 10. The two videos clearly demon-
strate the change in location of clusters as a function of age. The
details of spatio-temporal distribution of this largest cluster sam-
ple will provide important details of cluster formation history in
the SMC. The distribution shown in Figure 10 are in fact snap-
shots from the videos for specific epochs. Many such snapshots
can be created for various epochs as required using these videos.
In the case of the LMC (Paper I), we identified an outside
to inside propagation of cluster formation. On the other hand, in
the SMC, we identify a progressive shifting of cluster location
from the South to the North during the last 600 Myr. The clus-
ters older than 1.25 Gyr are found to be distributed in the out-
skirts of the SMC. We identified both the MCs to have a peak in
cluster formation at ∼ 130 Myr. This is suggestive of a common
cluster formation trigger, which is most likely to be the recent
interaction between the MCs. The details of spatio-temporal dis-
tribution of clusters presented in this study together with Paper I
can be used as a tool to constrain details of the recent LMC-SMC
interactions.
6.6. Mass-Radius relation
In order to understand the structure of the SMC clusters, we have
plotted radius of clusters (log(r)) against the strength (log(nm))
for our studied sample (filled circle) in Figure 11. There are five
clusters with nm > 400 (categorised as rich clusters), which we
excluded for parameterisation, are also shown in this figure. To
compare the structure of the SMC clusters with that of the LMC,
we have over plotted the LMC clusters data (open box), taken
from Paper I. Clusters with different classification are denoted
in different color. The figure shows that there is linear relation
between radius and strength in logarithmic scale for both the
MCs. The figure also suggests that though there is a spread in
the radius of clusters with similar strength for both the MCs, the
SMC clusters tend to have systematically larger radii than LMC
clusters with similar strength. This points to the possibility of
compactness of the LMC clusters when compared to the SMC
clusters. In order to shed more light on this, it is necessary to
estimate the nature of relation between cluster mass and radius.
Figure 12 shows the relation between radius (log(r)) and
mass (log M) of clusters in the SMC. We took an average of
mass range of clusters and average radius of clusters for dif-
ferent groups (I - V) to estimate the co-relation between them.
The data points of the LMC and SMC are marked as blue and
black respectively. Straight lines fitted to the data points give
slopes of 2.10 (±0.24) and 1.68 (±0.43) for the LMC and the
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Fig. 11. Plot shows the relation between radius and strength of clusters
in the LMC (open box) and the SMC (filled circle). Clusters of different
classification are denoted by different colors.
Fig. 12. The relation between average radius and average mass of clus-
ters of different groups. The blue data points correspond to the LMC
and the black ones correspond to the SMC. The slope and y-intercept of
linear fit are also mentioned in the Figure.
SMC respectively. The difference in slope if of the oder of 1-
σ, hence the result is only indicative. There is an indication that
the clusters with similar mass occupy smaller radius in the case
of the LMC than in the SMC, indicating that the SMC clusters
are loosely bound when compared to those in the LMC. Pfalzner
et al. (2016) derived a similar relation for star clusters in the solar
neighbourhood using the relation Mc =Cm×Rγ. They found the
value of γ as 1.7±0.2 for a large range of cluster mass. They also
mentioned that it is necessary to find out if there exists a univer-
sal relation between mass and radius of clusters. We find that the
values of γ are similar for the SMC and the Galaxy, whereas it is
marginally higher for the LMC. This suggests that cluster forma-
tion environment in the SMC is similar to that of our Galaxy in
the solar neighbourhood. Our study shows that there is a tenta-
tive evidence for tighter clusters in the LMC, when compared to
those in the Galaxy and the SMC. This needs to be verified with
the help of better data with individual mass and radii estimates
of clusters.
7. Summary
1. We have estimated the age and reddening of 179 star clusters
in the SMC using OGLE III data and presented a catalog
(available on-line). Out of 179, 17 clusters are parameterised for
the first time. Out of 17 newly parameterised clusters, one is rich
(NGC 458) while the rest belong to very poor or poor group.
2. Field star decontaminated CMDs of all the 179 clusters, fitted
with isochrones of estimated age and corrected for reddening
are available online.
3. We have also classified the SMC star clusters based on their
mass and richness in four groups for the first time.
4. We find that 90 % of our studied sample has mass < 1700
M, which suggests that the SMC is dominated by low mass
clusters. The lower mass limit of the SMC star clusters is found
to be very similar to that of the open clusters in the Galaxy. We
also find a tentative evidence for tighter clusters in the LMC,
when compared to the LMC and our Galaxy.
5. Combining our sample with previous studies, we compiled
age information of 468 clusters to study their spatio-temporal
distribution. We find the age distribution to peak at 130 ± 35
Myr, similar to the LMC (Paper I). We suggest that this could
be due to the most recent LMC-SMC interaction.
6. The clusters with age 630 Myr - 1.25 Gyr are found to be lo-
cated preferentially in the South and West of the SMC, whereas
the clusters younger than 100 Myr are found in the North and
eastern regions, suggesting a shift in the location of cluster
formation. The central SMC shows a continuous formation of
clusters in the last 1 Gyr. The details of this spatio-temporal
shift is presented in two videos (available on-line).
7. The details of spatio-temporal distribution of clusters pre-
sented in this study together with Paper I can be used as a tool
to constrain details of the recent LMC-SMC interactions.
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Table 2. A sample of the complete catalog is presented. The table contains the name of the cluster, central coordinates (RA and Dec) as given in
B08, size of the cluster taken from B08, estimated reddening and age, in columns 1-6 respectively. Columns 7-9 contain the earlier estimations of
ages by G10 (log(tG10)), PU99 (log(tPU99)) and (log(tC06)). The last column contains the designated group number (I-V).
Star cluster Ra DEC Radius E(V−I) log(t) log(tG10) log(tPU99) log(tC06) Group
(h m s) (◦ ′ ′′) ( ′ )
B6* 0 27 57 -74 24 02 0.30 0.10 8.25 − − − I
K9 0 30 00 -73 22 45 0.60 0.17 8.60 8.70 − − II
HW8 0 33 46 -73 37 59 0.85 0.11 7.90 8.00 − − II
NGC176 0 35 58 -73 09 58 0.60 0.12 7.64 8.20 − − II
HW11 0 37 33 -73 36 43 0.65 0.15 8.20 8.50 8.4 8.4 II
L19 0 37 42 -73 54 30 0.85 0.16 8.70 − >9.0 8.9 IV
B14 0 38 37 -73 48 21 0.26 0.10 8.25 8.65 − 7.9 I
HW12 0 38 51 -73 22 27 0.40 0.09 8.45 8.70 − 8.7 I
H86-48 0 38 56 -73 24 32 0.22 0.07 8.30 − − 8.0 I
SOGLE6 0 39 33 -73 10 37 0.40 0.17 8.70 8.65 − − I
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